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Abstract. In this paper, we report onχ2 analyses of block-cipher based (cryp-
tographic) compression functions. Our aim is not to find collisions nor (second)
preimages, but to detect non-random properties that may distinguish a com-
pression function from an ideal primitive such as a random oracle. We study
some well-known single-block modes of operation such as Davies-Meyer (DM),
Matyas-Meyer-Oseas (MMO) and Miyaguchi-Preneel (MP), anddouble-block
modes such as Hirose’s, Tandem-DM, Abreast-DM, Parallel-DM and MDC-2.
This paper shows how a weakness (χ2 correlation) in the underlying block ci-
pher can propagate to the compression function via the mode of operation used
in hash constructions. To demonstrate our ideas, we instantiated the block ci-
pher underlying these modes with variable-round RC5, RC6 and ERC6 block
ciphers.

Keywords:χ2 cryptanalysis, block-cipher-based (cryptographic) compression func-
tions, single- and double-block-length modes of operation.

1. Introduction

Hash and compression functions are pervasive cryptographic primitives used for privacy
and authentication purposes in environments as diverse as computer networks, sensor
networks and mobile devices [Kaufman et al. 2002, Stallings2003]. There are many se-
curity properties that compression and hash functions haveto satisfy depending on the
application environment. In this paper, we applyχ2 analysis techniques to block-cipher
based compression and hash functions in order to detect somenonrandom behavior that
demonstrates that they are not ideal primitives. Our aim is not to find collisions nor
(second) preimages [Menezes et al. 1997], but statistical correlations between the input
and the output of the compression or hash functions. We recall that NIST requested in
[NIST 2007b] that the SHA-3 candidates should behave as close as possible to random
oracles [NIST 2007a], which is as expected of an ideal cryptographic primitive.

We selected the following block ciphers to instantiate the permutation mapping(s),
denotedE, inside the compression functions under analysis (Fig. 1):

• the RC6 block cipher [Rivest et al. 1998] has a Feistel Network structure and was
a finalist candidate to the AES competition [NIST 2001] aimedat selecting the
successor of the DES [NIST 1993] cipher. RC6 actually standsfor a family of
ciphers, and is more appropriately designated as RC6-w/r/b, wherew stands for
the word size in bits (RC6 is a word-oriented cipher in the sense that it operates on
neatly partitionedw-bit words),r is the number of rounds andb is the key length
in bytes. For the AES competition,w = 32 (a text block consists of fourw-bit
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words),r = 20 and three key sizes: 128 bits (b = 16), 192 bits (b = 24) and 256
bits (b = 32). This version is called simply RC6.

• the RC5 block cipher [Rivest 1994] has a Feistel Network structure, and is the
predecessor of RC6. More formally, RC5 stands for a family ofciphers, and is
designated RC5-w/r/b, with parametersw, r andb having the same meaning as
in RC6 and value ranges:w ∈ {16, 32, 64}, 0 ≤ k ≤ 255, 0 ≤ r ≤ 255. A
text block in RC5 consists of twow-bit words. The original parameter values are
w = 32 (leading to a 64-bit block),r = 12 (nowadays, 20 rounds are suggested)
andb = 16 (or 128-bit key).

• the ERC6 block cipher [Ragab et al. 2001] has a Feistel Network structure and
is a large-block generalization of RC6, thus the name Extended RC6. Formally,
ERC6 stands for a family of ciphers, and is parameterized as ERC6-w/r/b, with
the same meaning as for RC6. A text block in ERC6 consists of eightw-bit words.
Nominal values of these parameters are not available, but in[Ragab et al. 2001]
one can find the valuesw = 32, r = b = 16 used for performance evaluation in
software.

This choice of block ciphers leads to hash digests (or chaining variables) of 64, 128, 256
and 512 bits for the single- and double-block length hash modes. Our attacks do not
depend on related-keys nor on the key schedule algorithms. Further details about it, for
each key size, can be found in [Rivest et al. 1998, Rivest 1994, Ragab et al. 2001].

Our choice of RC5/RC6/ERC6 was motivated by well-known results ofχ2 attacks
on reduced-round versions of each cipher [Isogai et al. 2002, Knudsen 2002, Jr. et al. 2009].
These results indicate that not only a large number of roundscan be distinguished from
a random permutation without exhausting the codebook, but also that theχ2 correlation
patterns areiterative, which is a fundamental feature for leveraging the attack toa large
number of rounds when these ciphers are used as building blocks in compression and hash
function constructions.

This paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 summarizes the contributions of this
paper. Sect. 3 briefly explains aχ2 analysis. Sect. 4 describes attacks on the compression
function in DM mode. Sect. 5 describes attacks on compression functions in MMO and
MP modes. Sect. 6 presents an attack on a double-block-length mode of operation called
Tandem-DM. Sect. 7 presents an attack on the Abreast-DM mode. Sect. 8 presents an
attack on the Parallel-DM mode. Sect. 9 presents an attack onthe MDC-2 mode. Sect. 10
concludes this paper.

2. Contributions

The contributions of this paper include

• a concrete application ofχ2 technique [Knudsen and Meier 2000] to compression
functions; in particular we aim at block-cipher based hash function constructions.

• to demonstrate our attacks, we instantiated the block cipher(s) inside the hash-
ing modes of operation with variable-round versions of RC5 [Rivest 1994], RC6
[Rivest et al. 1998] and ERC6 [Ragab et al. 2001], for which there are well-known
χ2 correlations for a large number of rounds. We require the target block ciphers
to be susceptible toχ2 (distinguishing) attacks, so that we can extend this correla-
tion further to the compression function, via the mode of operation, and eventually
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to the hash function. Note that the fact that up to 44-round ERC6 (a large number
of rounds) is susceptible toχ2 attacks already indicates that these primitives are
not appropriate building blocks in compression function constructions.

• further,we exploit the fact that the correlations patterns are iterative, that is, they
have the same form both at the input and at the output of the block cipher, so
that we can bypass the feedforward and feedback of chaining variables commonly
found in modes of operation, and thus extend the distinguishing capability ofχ2

technique beyond the block cipher framework.
• we perform onlydistinguishing attackssince there are no secret keys in com-

pression/hash function settings. On one hand, this fact implies that the attack
complexities are lower since no keys are recovered/guessed. On the other hand,
the fact that the key is not secret means that it is under the control of the ad-
versary. So, in our attacks, we can freely choose the key to beweak concern-
ing theχ2 attacks, and thus, cover a large number of rounds of the underlying
block ciphers. Even thoughχ2 attacks can be performed under a known-plaintext
setting [Shimoyama et al. 2001, Miyaji et al. 2002], we have to choose some mes-
sage blocks and chaining variables to satisfy the attack requirements. Thus, all our
attacks operate under a chosen-message-or-chaining-variable (CMCV) setting.

• we analyse single-block modes of operation such as Davies-Meyer (DM), Matyas-
Meyer-Oseas (MMO) and Miyaguchi-Preneel (MP) [Menezes et al. 1997]. This
is a subset of a large series of modes of operation originallydescribed by Preneel
et al. in [Preneel et al. 1994]. We also analysed double-block modes such as Hi-
rose’s [Hirose 2006], Tandem-DM, Abreast-DM [Lai and Massey 1993], Parallel-
DM and MDC-2 [Brachtl et al. 1990], [Meyer and Schilling 1988].

• our attacks use theχ2 technique to demonstrate non-random properties of the
underlying block cipher. We describe how a particular weakness, aχ2 correla-
tion, can propagate from the block cipher to the compressionfunction via the
mode of operation. Therefore, wedo notaim at traditional attacks such as col-
lisions or (second) preimage, but our findings are relevant in applications where
hash functions are expected to behave as random oracles suchas (pseudo-)random
number generators, which is required by NIST for the ongoingSHA-3 competi-
tion [NIST 2007b, NIST 2007a]. While most of the traditionalanalysis of hash
functions use differential cryptanalysis (aimed at findingcollisions), our approach
uses theχ2 technique for the analysis of compression functions in order to un-
cover weaknesses and non-random behavior which prove that these functions are
not ideal cryptographic primitives.

3. A Brief Overview of χ2 Correlations

We recall from [Knudsen and Meier 2000] a brief description of the χ2 goodness-of-fit
test to distinguish a random source with unknown probability distributionpX from a ran-
dom source with uniform distributionpU . Thisχ2 test will be used to detect correlations
between specific input and output bits ofr-round ciphers. LetX = x0, x1, . . . , xn−1

be identically and independently distributed random variables taking values in the set
{a0, a1, . . . , am−1} with unkown probability distribution. Theχ2 test is used to decide
if an observationx0, x1, . . . , xn−1 is consistent with the hypothesis Pr(x = aj) = p(j)
for 0 ≤ j < m, wherepX = {p(j)} is a discrete probability distribution on a set ofm
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elements. LetNaj (X) denote the number of times the observationX takes on the value
aj. Then,

∑
j Naj (X) = n. Theχ2 statistic is the random variable defined by

χ2 =

m−1∑

j=0

(Naj (X)− np(j))2

np(j)
.

For the uniform distributionpU , theχ2 statistic is justm
n

∑
j(Naj (X)− n

m
)2. In aχ2 test,

the observedχ2 statistic is compared toχ2
a,m−1, the threshold for theχ2 test withm − 1

degrees of freedom and with significance levela.

In this paper, we exploitχ2 correlations as a distinguishing tool to detect non-
random behavior of block ciphers inside a compression function in modes of operation
such as Matyas-Meyer-Oseas (MMO), Davies-Meyer (DM) and Miyaguchi-Preneel (MP)
[Menezes et al. 1997]. Further, we look to extend such correlations to the full mode of
operation, and eventually to the hash function as well. Since there is no key involved in
compression or hash functions, all attacks are of the distinguish-from-random type.

In [Knudsen and Meier 2000], Knudsen and Meier showedχ2 correlations can be
used to distinguish 15-round RC6 from a random permutation (and up to 17 rounds for
weak keys). These correlations were derived from 2-round iterative linear relations called
Type-I approximations, having the form

(A · et)⊕ (C · es) = (A′ · eu)⊕ (C ′ · ev), (1)

whereA andC are the first and thirdw-bit input words, that is, a plaintext block has the
formA‖B‖C‖D, whileA′ andC ′ are the first and thirdw-bit words two rounds later, that
is, the cipher state after two rounds has the formA′‖B′‖C ′‖D′; et denotes aw-bit mask
with a single bit1 in the t-th least significant bit position. Ift, s, u andv are nonzero
but less than five, there is a nonzero bias which depends on thevalues oft, s, u, v. The
idea is to fix each of the lsb5(A) and lsb5(C) and collect statistics of the ten bits: lsb5(A

′)
and lsb5(C ′). That means an iterative distinguisher that can be concatenated every two
rounds. Note that theχ2 analysis sets the least significant log2w bits ofA andC to zero.
This is a consequent of previous analysis of RC5 in [Borst et al. 1999].

RC6 is well-known for the extensive use of data-dependent rotations. It was men-
tioned in [Knudsen and Meier 2000] that for some weak keys that generate zero rotation
amounts,χ2 correlations could be detected up to 16-round RC6. Since we control the
key input, which means the message blocksmi or chaining variablesHi−1 andHi, we
can afford to choose them so that the key is weak. Also for thissame reason, we can in-
clude the pre-whitening layer with subkeys. But, we omit thepost-whitening layer since
our distinguishers do not cover the full nominal number of rounds. Therefore, follow-
ing [Knudsen and Meier 2000], we assume that with about2118 chosen plaintexts, we can
detectχ2 correlation across 16-round RC6 under weak keys.

In [Miyaji et al. 2002], Miyajiet al. described improvements toχ2 attacks applied
to RC5-32 (w = 32), for up to 10 rounds. The analysis approach is similar to equation
(1). Let a plaintext block be denotedA‖B and the output afterh rounds beA′‖B′. The
attack setting in reduced-round RC5 starts by setting lsb5(B) to zero and computingχ2

correlation in lsb5(B′). The idea is similar to (1). For an even number of rounds:

B · et = B′ · eu, (2)
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whereet denotes aw-bit mask with a single bit1 in thet-th least significant bit position.
The bestχ2 distinguishing attack reported in [Miyaji et al. 2002] reaches 10 rounds and
requires257.87 chosen plaintexts and equivalent 10-round computations.

In [Shimoyama et al. 2001], Shimoyamaet al. describedχ2 analysis of RC5-
32/10 using257.87 chosen ciphertexts and equivalent number of 10-round computations.
This attack has high success rate and uses a similar approachto (2). For weak keys that
lead to small or zero rotation values,χ2 correlations can be detected further up to 12
rounds.

In [Isogai et al. 2002], Isogaiet al. described attacks on RC5-64, ie. withw = 64
up to 16 rounds. This is an indication that increasing the word size helps improve the
attack to more rounds sinceχ2 correlations can be detected over a larger set oflog2w
bits of some input and output words ofr-round RC5-64. Actually, as demonstrated by
attacks on RC5, RC6, ERC6 and further on MRC6 [El-Fishawy et al. 2004], in this order,
it seems that increasing the number of words in a text block also helps improve theχ2

attacks to a larger number of rounds.

In [Jr. et al. 2009], Nakaharaet al. describedχ2 distinguishing attacks on up to
44-round ERC6 using2233 chosen plaintexts. There is no mention of attack improvements
due to weak keys/subkeys in [Jr. et al. 2009]. So, we apply ouranalysis assuming the key
is fixed but arbitrary. The correlation pattern for ERC6 has asimilar form to (1) but a text
block has eight words, denotedA‖B‖C‖D‖E‖F‖G‖H. For an even number of rounds,
and following a Type-I approximation, the correlation pattern for ERC6 is

A · et1 ⊕ C · et2 ⊕E · et3 ⊕G · et4 = A′ · et5 ⊕ (3)

C ′ · et6 ⊕E ′ · et7 ⊕G′ · et8 .

There are many other ciphers that could be attacked, but theyare all variants of
RC5/RC6, weakened or extended versions such as RC6-64 [Knudsen 2002] and MRC6 in
[El-Fishawy et al. 2004]. We limit our analyses to these 3 ciphers: RC5, RC6 and ERC6,
since they provide enough freedom of choice of block and key sizes.

4. Attacks on the DM mode

The DM mode is depicted in Fig. 1(b). Thei-th chaining value is computed as

Hi = Hi−1 ⊕Emi
(Hi−1), (4)

whereH0 = IV is the initial value,mi is thei-th message block andEx(y) is a block
cipher with keyx and plaintexty. In all settings, we assume the key size toE can be
adapted to fit the message or chaining variable length.

Let us consider RC6-32/16/16 asE for an initial attack on a compression function
in DM mode since equation (1) is iterative, that is, the very same words are used both at the
input and the output. In particular, letmi, Hi−1 ∈ ZZ128

2 be the input andHi ∈ ZZ128
2 be the

output of a compression function in DM mode. The attack proceeds as follows: we fixmi

appropriately as a weak key so that we our attack reaches 16 rounds ofE. We chooseHi−1

as input toE according to (1), that is,with the five least significant bits of its first and third
words set to zeroso that aχ2 correlation can be detected in the same words atEmi

(Hi−1).
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Despite the feedforward ofHi−1 in DM mode in (4), this correlation can beextendedto
Hi because of the wayHi−1 was constructed, that is, the zero bits inHi−1 do not affect
the correlation inHi and the correlation pattern appears at the same place in bothHi

andEmi
(Hi−1). Following [Knudsen and Meier 2000], by appropriately choosingHi−1

and keepingmi fixed, we can detect a biased distribution inHi, and thus, distinguish a
compression function in DM mode instantiated by RC6-32/16/16 from a random mapping
using2118 chosen chaining variable values and equivalent effort. Memory is negligible
since we do not need to store the messages, but only theχ2 statistics. Note that even if
the feedforward ofHi−1 was combined via modular addition instead of xor, the attack
would still hold because the least significant five bits of the1st and 3rd words ofHi−1

were purposefully set to zero.

Suppose we seti = 2 in the previous paragraph. If we varym1 over all 2128

possible text blocks, withH0 fixed, thenH1 = Em1(H0)⊕H0 would behave as a random
function. According to [Rijmen et al. 1997], varyingm1 this way would cover about
1
e
· 2128 = 2126.56 of the codebook. Suppose now that we keepm2 fixed as key input

to the next compression function instance, thenH2 = Em2(H1) ⊕ H1. If m2 is the last
message block then it should contain padding and the total message length (following MD
strengthening). But, we cannot controlH1 to have zero bits in the appropriate positions
for the χ2 attack on the underlying block cipher. Thus, our attack is restricted to the
compression function only.

Now, suppose we instantiateE with RC5-32/10/8 in DM mode. We apply the
iterative pattern in (2). This time,mi, Hi−1 ∈ ZZ64

2 are the input andHi ∈ ZZ64
2 is the

output of a compression function in DM mode. The attack proceeds as follows: we
fix mi as a key so thatE behaves as a permutation. We chooseHi−1 as input toE
according to (2), that is, with the five least significant bitsof its second word only set to
zero so that aχ2 correlation can be detected in the same words atEmi

(Hi−1). Despite
the feedforward ofHi−1 in (4), this correlation can be leveraged toHi because of the way
Hi−1 was constructed, that is, the zero bits inHi−1 do not affect the correlation inHi and
the correlation pattern appears at the same place in bothHi andEmi

(Hi−1). Following
[Miyaji et al. 2002], by appropriately choosingHi−1 and keepingmi fixed, we can detect
a biased distribution inHi, and thus, distinguish a compression function in DM mode
instantiated by RC5-32/10/8 from a random mapping using257.87 chosen messages and
equivalent effort.

Repeating the same reasoning for ERC6-32/44/32 in DM mode, and applying the
pattern (4). This timemi, Hi−1 ∈ ZZ256

2 are the input andHi ∈ ZZ256
2 are the output of

the compression function. The attack proceeds as follows: we fix mi as key so thatE
behaves as a permutation. We chooseHi−1 as input toE so that the five least significant
bits of four words, according to (4), are set to zero so that aχ2 correlation can be detected
in the same words atEmi

(Hi−1), despite the feedforward ofHi−1 in (4), as explained in
the previous paragraphs. Following [Jr. et al. 2009], by appropriately choosingHi−1 and
keepingmi fixed, we can detect a biased distribution inHi, and thus, distinguish a com-
pression function in DM mode instantiated by ERC6-32/44/32from a random mapping
using2233 chosen messages and equivalent effort.

A reasoning why so far we could not extend the attack to a hash function in DM
mode is the following: suppose a messageM = m1‖m2 wherem1 is variable whileH0
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is fixed. It means thatH1 = H0 ⊕ Em1(H0) behaves as a random function. According to
[Rijmen et al. 1997], ifm1 runs over all2128 values, then about1

e
· 2128 ≈ 2126.56 distinct

values appear inH1. We keepm2 fixed since it might contain (eventual) padding and the
length ofM , due to the Merkle-Damgaard (MD) strengthening. Thus,Em2(H1) behaves
as a permutation. If we could filter out only those values ofH1 which have zero bits in
the five least significant positions of its first and third words, then we could detect aχ2

correlation inH2 = H1 ⊕ Em2(H1), which would be the hash digest. Out of the2126.56

inputs, 10 bits would have to be fixed. That means only2116.56 would be available, which
is not enough. We need2118 texts.

5. Distinguishing attacks for the MMO and MP modes

In MMO mode, thei-th chaining variable is computed as

Hi = mi ⊕EHi−1
(mi), (5)

with H0 = IV , as depicted in Fig. 1(a). Let us consider RC6-32/16/16 asE in MMO
mode. Letmi, Hi−1 ∈ ZZ128

2 be the input andHi ∈ ZZ128
2 be the output of the compression

function. The attack proceeds as follows: we choose a fixed (weak) value forHi−1 so that
it is a (weak) key toE. We choosemi as input toE according to (1), that is, with the five
least significant bits of its first and third words set to zero so that aχ2 correlation can be de-
tected in the same words atEHi−1

(mi). Due to the feedforward ofmi, thisχ2 correlation
can be extended toHi because of (5). Following [Knudsen and Meier 2000], by appro-
priately choosingmi and keepingHi−1 fixed, we can detect a biased distribution inHi,
and thus, distinguish a compression function MMO mode instantiated by RC6-32/16/16
from a random mapping using2118 chosen messages and equivalent effort. Memory is
negligible since we do not need to store the messages, but only theχ2 statistics.

Now, suppose we instantiateE with RC5-32/10/8 in MMO mode. The attack
would proceed similarly to the one for RC6-32/16/16, butmi, Hi−1, Hi ∈ ZZ64

2 and the
complexity becomes257.87 chosen messages and equivalent effort.

Analogously, if we instantiateE with ERC6-32/44/32 in MMO mode. Once again,
the attack would proceed similarly to the one for RC6, butmi, Hi−1, Hi ∈ ZZ256

2 and the
complexity would become2233 chosen messages and equivalent effort.

In MP mode, thei-th chaining variable is computed as

Hi = mi ⊕Hi−1 ⊕ EHi−1
(mi), (6)

with H0 = IV , as depicted in Fig. 1(c). We consider RC6-32/16/16 instantiatingE in
MP mode. The attack proceeds analogous to the one in the previous paragraph. The MP
and MMO modes are quite similar, except for a feedforward ofHi−1. We keepHi−1 fixed
as a (weak) key input. Thus, we can simple remove it fromHi before checking theχ2

correlation, by just xoringHi with Hi−1 in (6). The attack complexity remains the same
as in the MMO case.

Now, if we instantiateE with RC5-32/10/8 in MP mode, the attack on the com-
pression function would proceed similarly to the one for RC6-32/16/16, butmi, Hi−1,
Hi ∈ ZZ64

2 and the complexity becomes257.87 chosen messages and equivalent effort.
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Analogously, we instantiateE with ERC6-32/44/32 in MP mode. Once again, the
attack on the compression function would proceed similarlyto the one for RC6-32/16/16,
but mi, Hi−1, Hi ∈ ZZ256

2 and the complexity would become2233 chosen messages and
equivalent effort.

6. Distinguishing attacks on the Tandem-DM mode

In [Lai and Massey 1993], Lai and Massey proposed a double-block length hash mode
called Tandem-DM that uses two instances of ann-bit block, 2n-bit key cipherE. A
compression function instance is depicted in Fig. 1(e). Theinitial values areH1

0 andH2
0 .

The attack proceeds as follows: we instantiateE with RC6-32/16/32, message
blocksmi ∈ ZZ128

2 and chaining variablesH1
i , H2

i ∈ ZZ128
2 . We keepH1

i−1 andmi fixed as
key input, so thatEH1

i−1‖mi
(.) behaves as a permutation. We varyH2

i−1 over2118 distinct
messages, with the least significant five bits of its first and third words set to zero. We shall
detectχ2 correlation atEH1

i−1‖mi
(H2

i−1) with high probability. Because of our choice of
H2

i−1, its feedforward will still allow to detect correlation atH2
i = H2

i−1⊕EH1
i−1‖mi

(H2
i−1).

Due to the feedback ofEH1
i−1‖mi

(H2
i−1) as part of the key input to the otherE

instance, our attack is restricted to the compression function (and only to oneE instance).
The attack complexity is2118 chosen messages and equivalent computation effort.

Now, if we instantiateE with RC5-32/10/16 (we have to adjust the key size to fit
the double-sized key input) in Tandem-DM mode. The attack onthe compression function
proceeds similarly to the one in the previous paragraph, butmi, Hi−1, Hi ∈ ZZ64

2 and the
complexity becomes257.87 chosen messages and equivalent effort.

Analogously, if we instantiateE with ERC6-32/44/64 in Tandem-DM mode. Once
again, the attack on the compression function would proceedsimilarly to the previous
ones, butmi, Hi−1, Hi ∈ ZZ256

2 and the complexity would become2233 chosen messages
and equivalent effort.

7. Distinguishing attacks on Abreast-DM mode

In [Lai and Massey 1993], Lai and Massey proposed a double-block length hash mode
called Abreast-DM. A compression function instance is depicted in Fig. 1(f).

The attack proceeds as follows: we instantiateE with RC6-32/16/32. We keep
H1

i−1 andmi fixed as key inputs, so thatEH1
i−1‖mi

(.) behaves as a permutation. We vary
H2

i−1 over 2118 distinct messages, all of which have the pattern (1). We shall detectχ2

correlation atEH1
i−1‖mi

(H2
i−1) with high probability. Because of our choice ofH2

i−1, its
feedforward will still allow to detect correlation atH2

i .

Due to the feedforward ofH2
i−1 as part of the key input to the otherE instance,

our attack is restricted to the compression function (and only to oneE instance). In
the original definition of Abreast-DM, theE instance whose input isH1

i−1 is negated
(bitwise NOT). For our attacks, it does not matter since we donot depend on thisE
instance. We use only the otherE instance1. Anyway, if necessary, we could compensate
for this bitwise NOT by xoring with ’1’ bits the specific positions where we look forχ2

1Thus, as long as theE instance we attack contains RC6-32/16/32, the otherE instance could be any block cipher
whatsoever.
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correlation. We can afford to do it since we attack the compression function. Thus, for
simplicity, we omit the bitwise NOT in Fig. 1(f) and in the attack description.

The final attack complexity is2118 chosen messages and equivalent computational
effort.

Now, if we instantiateE with RC5-32/10/16 in Abreast-DM mode. The attack
on the compression function would proceed similarly to the one in the previous para-
graph, butmi, Hi−1, Hi ∈ ZZ64

2 and the complexity becomes257.87 chosen messages and
equivalent effort.

Analogously, if we instantiateE with ERC6-32/44/64 in Abreast-DM mode. Once
again, the attack on the compression function would proceedsimilarly to the previous
ones, butmi, Hi−1, Hi ∈ ZZ256

2 and the complexity would become2233 chosen messages
and equivalent effort.

8. Distinguishing attacks on the Parallel-DM mode

The Parallel-DM is a double-block length hash mode of operation designed by Hohlet al.
in [Hohl et al. 1993]. A compression function instance is depicted in Fig. 1(g).

Let us consider RC6-32/16/32 asE in Parallel-DM mode. We attack the compres-
sion function only. Letm1

i , m
2
i ∈ ZZ128

2 be fixed values, as key inputs to theE instance
whose input isH1

i−1 ∈ ZZ128
2 . The attack proceeds as follows: we choose a weak value

for m1
i ⊕m2

i so that it is a (weak) key toE, which behaves as a permutation. We choose
H1

i−1 ⊕ m1
i as input toE so that the least significant five bits of its first and third words

are zero, while the remaining bits vary over2118 values. This means thatH1
i−1 shall be

chosen carefully to compensate for the xor with a fixedm1
i before being input toE. This

way, aχ2 correlation can be detected in the same words atEm1
i⊕m2

i
(m1

i ⊕ H1
i−1). Due

to the feedforward ofH1
i−1 ⊕ mi, thisχ2 correlation can be extended toH1

i because of
the wayH1

i−1 was constructed. Following [Knudsen and Meier 2000], by appropriately
choosingm1

i , m
2
i andH1

i−1, we can detect a biased distribution inH1
i , and thus, distin-

guish a compression function Parallel-DM mode instantiated by RC6-32/16/32 from a
random mapping using2118 chosen messages and equivalent effort. Memory is negligible
since we do not need to store the messages, but only theχ2 statistics.

Now, if we instantiateE with RC5-32/10/8 in Parallel-DM mode the attack on the
compression function would proceed similarly to the one in the previous paragraph, but
mi, Hi−1, Hi ∈ ZZ64

2 and the complexity becomes257.87 chosen messages and equivalent
effort.

Analogously, we instantiateE with ERC6-32/44/32 in Parallel-DM mode. Once
again, the attack on the compression function would proceedsimilarly to the previous
ones, butmi, Hi−1, Hi ∈ ZZ256

2 and the complexity would become2233 chosen messages
and equivalent effort.

9. Distinguishing attacks on MDC-2 mode

The MDC-2 mode is a double-block length hash mode described by Bracthl et al. in
[Brachtl et al. 1990] and in [Meyer and Schilling 1988]. It isdepicted in Fig. 1(h). Ac-
cording to [Menezes et al. 1997], there is a fixed word swap after the feedforward ofmi,
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before the output is assigned toH1
i andH2

i , but this swap does not affect our attack. Thus,
we omit this swap to simplify the analysis.

Let us consider RC6-32/16/16 asE in MDC-2 mode. We attack the compression
function only. LetH1

i−1, H
2
i−1 ∈ ZZ128

2 be fixed values, as key inputs to theE instances,
andmi ∈ ZZ128

2 . The attack proceeds as follows: we choose a weak value forH1
i−1

andH2
i−1 so that they are (weak) keys to the twoE’s, that behave as permutations. We

choosemi so that the least significant five bits of its first and third words are zero, while
the remaining bits vary over2118 values. This way, aχ2 correlation can be detected in
the same words atEH1

i−1
(mi) and atEH2

i−1
(mi). Due to the feedforward ofmi in both

E instances, thisχ2 correlation can be detected inH1
i andH2

i as well, because of the
way mi was constructed. Following [Knudsen and Meier 2000], we candetect a biased
distribution in bothH1

i andH2
i and thus, distinguish a compression function MDC-2

mode instantiated by RC6-32/16/16 from a random mapping using2118 chosen messages
and equivalent effort. Memory is negligible since we do not need to store the messages,
but only theχ2 statistics.

Now, we instantiateE with RC5-32/10/8 in MDC-2 mode. The attack on the
compression function would proceed similarly to the one in the previous paragraph, but
mi, Hi−1, Hi ∈ ZZ64

2 and the complexity becomes257.87 chosen messages and equivalent
effort.

Analogously, if we instantiateE with ERC6-32/44/32 in MDC-2 mode, the attack
on the compression function would proceed similarly to the previous ones, butmi, Hi−1,
Hi ∈ ZZ256

2 and the complexity would become2233 chosen messages and equivalent effort.

10. Conclusions

This paper presented aχ2 analysis of block-cipher based compression functions. Our
attacks included both single-block-length modes such as Matyas-Meyer-Oseas (MMO),
Davies-Meyer (DM) and Miyaguchi-Preneel (MP) [Menezes et al. 1997], and double-
block-length hash modes such as Tandem-DM, Hirose’s, Abreast-DM, Parallel-DM and
MDC-2. Attack complexities are listed in Table 1. Memory complexity is negligible,
since we do not need to store the messages, and since we perform distinguishing attacks
only. There is no point in key-recovery attacks since there is no secret value involved.

We describe howχ2 correlations can be extended from the underlying block ci-
phers to the compression function, in several modes of operation, so that these primitives
do not behave ideally, but can be distinguished from a randommapping in a chosen-text
setting.

In our analyses, we used variable-round versions of ERC6, RC6 and RC5 ciphers
to instantiate the block cipher(s) underlying all modes of operation studied. Our choice of
block ciphers is based on the fact that these versions are susceptible toχ2 cryptanalysis.
Nonetheless, they serve as a proof-of-concept. Our point isto make clear that weak-
nesses such asχ2 correlations can propagate beyond the block cipher to a compression
function in some hashing mode of operation such as DM, MMO andMP, allowing one
to distinguish them from random mappings. Unlike other attacks, we do not exploit this
weakness to find collisions nor (second) preimages. Rather,we search for other properties
(χ2 correlations) that have been overlooked and that may indicate that these primitives are
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Table 1. χ2 attack complexities on compression functions in several modes of operation.
Memory cost is negligible.

Data (CMCV) Time Modes Block Cipher
2233 2233 DM, MMO, MP, Parallel-DM, MDC-2 ERC6-32/44/32
2233 2233 Tandem-DM, Abreast-DM ERC6-32/44/64
2118 2118 DM, MMO, MP, Parallel-DM, MDC-2 RC6-32/16/16
2118 2118 Tandem-DM, Abreast-DM RC6-32/16/32
257.87 257.87 DM, MMO, MP, Parallel-DM, MDC-2 RC5-32/10/8
257.87 257.87 Tandem-DM, Abreast-DM RC5-32/10/16

CMCV: Chosen Message or Chaining Variable

not ideal candidates for applications such as pseudorandomnumber generators and PRP’s
[NIST 2007a]. We believe these properties are relevant and shall not be underestimated.

Our results were possible due to the fact that the correlation patterns for RC5, RC6
and ERC6 are iterative, that is, they have the same form for both the input and the output
of the block cipher. This simple fact allowed us to bypass thefeedback and feedforward
of values commonly used in modes of operation.

So far, our analyses apply to the compression functions only. We leave as an open
problem how to extend ourχ2 correlations attacks to the full hash function.
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A. Modes of Operation Schematics

Fig. 1 illustrates several modes of operation discussed in this paper.E stands for a block
cipher; the triangle in the side of the square holdingE indicates the key input;c is a
constant.
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Figure 1. Modes of operation: (a) Matyas-Meyer-Oseas (MMO); (b) Davies-Meyer (DM); (c)
Miyaguchi-Preneel (MP); (d) Hirose’s; (e) Tandem-DM; (f) Abreast-DM; (g) Parallel-DM; (h)
MDC-2
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